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BIICL Press coverage

Revolutionize Business Approaches to Human Rights
July 2021
Women in Leadership
BIICL hosts the APELIA conference
02/07/21
Edward Fennell’s LEGAL DIARY

Is The Law The New Arena For Climate Change Action?
12/07/21
Forbes

France's justice minister investigated over alleged conflicts of interest
17/07/21
Financial Times (paid)

Freedom day' may mean freedom to litigate
22/07/21
The Times (paid)

‘Breathing space’ on contractual disputes
26/07/21
Law Society Gazette

ICSID annulment proceedings analysed in BIICL and Baker Botts study
26/07/21
Global Arbitration Review and ChronLaw (paid)

Argentina, Venezuela And Spain Present 44% Of The Annulments Of ICSID Awards
27/07/21
CIAR Global

Comparative analysis on confidential counselling for judges and for public prosecutors presented to the Serbian judiciary – Council of Europe
28/07/21
ChronLaw (paid)

Bingham Centre Press coverage

Environment Bill: Lords challenge green watchdog ‘unnecessary secrecy’ clause
01/07/21
Ends Report
CJ Koome To Join Judges From UK, India And South Africa To Discuss Judiciary Independence, Integrity

CJ Koome joins meeting of supreme court judges from three nations

CJ Koome to attend Judiciary independence roundtable

CJ Koome Joins World Judges For A Global Forum